What do you love about your
Class B RV?
If you’re thinking about buying a Class B RV, you might be
surprised to know how much there is to love about traveling
small.

It’s easy to drive.
If you’ve ever owned an RV over 22′, you know that it can
sometimes be a challenge to drive and park. With a Class B RV
under 22′, you can park it nearly anywhere. It’s much like
driving a long-bed truck. It’s easy to handle, even for people
who minimal experience driving larger vehicles.

It makes it easy to travel.
You can keep all your necessities stocked in the RV. This
includes your bed, bath, kitchen and closet. When we want to
do a road trip, we load up some food and clothes and we’re
ready to head out.

You can go almost anyplace a car
can go.
With a Class B RV under 22′, you can park in most parking
lots, and parallel park in most streets. In tourist areas or
destination spots, you need to check for signs that might
restrict vehicles over a certain height, but in general, you
can park almost anywhere. It’s much easier to park a Class B
RV than larger rigs or trailers.

You can sleep in your own bed.
If you’re visiting friends or family, you can “spend the
night” in your own bed. You can spend all day visiting and
checking out local attractions, but when it comes time to
sleep, you just walk out to your RV. There’s no need to plan
for extra time or rides to go back and forth to a hotel. This
places minimal impact on your family and friends, especially
if they don’t have a guest room or if it’s occupied by others
during your visit.

You can squeeze
campgrounds.
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Because Class B RVs are small compared to other RVs, sometimes
you can get a spot even when a campground is “full.” When we
learned about this from a fellow Pleasure-Way owner, we put it
to the test and sure enough we were able to squeeze into a
“full” campground on a 4th of July weekend. A Class B RV is
quite small relative to large bus-size motorhomes or long
fifth wheel tow rigs.

It’s fun to personalize
Since it’s a small space, you can quickly change the decor by
swapping out just a few items such as pillows, window
treatments, seat covers, towels, and other hanging items. You
can decorate for holidays or special events and then quickly
change it around again in less than an hour.

It’s a terrific way to get around
when you have time to travel.
Whether you’re retired or just looking for a weekend getaway
van, a Class B RV is a terrific way to get around. It’s small

enough to park in most driveways or streets in front of homes,
so it can be on standby until you’re ready to roll.

It’s nice to be able to shower and
get cleaned up in your own space.
If you’re used to traveling by plane, you know you need to
build in extra time to get out of the airport and checked into
your hotel. And once you’re settled in the hotel, you need to
plan time to get to the local venues and attractions. When
you’re traveling in a Class B RV, you can shower and get
cleaned up almost anywhere, including the parking lot of many
attractions. Once you’re cleaned up, you can walk straight
into the park or activity you have planned for the day.

You can control the temperature.
Most Class B RVs come equipped with heaters and air
conditioners, so it’s easy to stay comfortable all day long,
whatever that means to you. During moderate temperatures, you
may not need to use either one. You can conserve energy by
cracking windows, using an installed Fantastic fan,
positioning your rig to capture more or less sun through the
windows, or strategically adding Reflectix window covers to
block sun or conserve heat.

